In order to improve the understanding, detection and prevention of traumatic brain injury (TBI), a step forward must be taken in the research. A pursue of biomechanical and clinical theories in separate, must give place to a joined effort. Therefore, it is proposed the development of a virtual platform using BioCAD protocol, surface modeling software and finite element method (FEM) analysis software, in order to achieve a model that can be adapted to the needs of the user or patient. This will result in an innovative and most needed tool, so that research and prevention of TBI enter a new level.
Introduction
With an increasing number of people affected by TBI, it is estimated that 10 million people are affected annually, according to the World Health Organization [1] . The research made in this area has been growing over the years but there is still a lot of controversy regarding the choice of pathways to the future. Studies of exterior forces applied to the head have been made using linear and angular accelerations, in order to evaluate its effects in the brain. Results, such as the diffuse axonal injuries and strain rate through the brain mass, have been analyzed and discussed [2] . Being those, undoubtedly, great breakthroughs on TBI investigation, there is still a need to look at the problem from another point of view or even improve the method in which the analysis is made.
Our approach to TBI investigation is to create a virtual open platform which can recreate and simulate situations that can lead to trauma. By virtual open platform, we intend it to be a human head modeling and simulation tool using FEM with imposed physical constraints, so that the natural movements can be assured. Subsequently, the validation stage appears, so that the platform results are subjected to comparison with results that are already corroborated.
Materials and methods
There are two courses of action that have been taken by the community of scientists that investigate TBI. The first one is the physics approach taken by bioengineers, meaning that the authors give special attention to the input variables causing the TBI. In general, those are the linear acceleration, angular acceleration, strain and strain rate in the brain [2] .
The second one is an almost exclusively clinical approach to the problem by studying diffuse axonal injury (DAI) [3] and/or brain edema (BE) [4] , for example.
What we propose is a third course of action that differs by joining the two mentioned approaches. To accomplish this, an interdisciplinary team that includes a neurosurgeon was brought together, so that the whole analysis remains homogeneous. The creation of an open platform from a specific patient modeling method (SPM) has been the approach taken from the beginning [5] . However, the aim is to transform it into a general platform with results that can be applied worldwide.
For this model, the SPM follows a protocol called BioCAD. It is a sequence of tasks that comprises imaging software called InVesalius® 3.0, developed in the Division of Three-Dimensional Technologies, in the Centre for Information Technology Renato Archer, (DT3D/CTI), with computer-aided design (CAD) tools and finite element analysis (FEA) software.
The BioCAD protocol starts with the patient computed tomography (CT) scans loaded into InVesalius® 3.0 (figure 1), with posterior cleaning for imperfections as well as soft tissues. Succeeding these operations is the generation of a stereo lithography (STL) mesh. After being exported to CAD software Rhinocerus® 4.0, which has the ability to combine surface modelling with complex geometries, this STL mesh has a role of guidance so that one can model a skull with maximum accuracy (figure 2). The level of accuracy goes only to the point necessary to have optimum results with the appropriate detail, regarding the purpose of the project and an anatomical study of the human cranium. This opens the possibility of adjusting the model depending on the level of refinement the user wants on an exact part of the cranium. Once the modeling is optimized and the mesh created, it is initiated the FEA mesh optimization and posterior result discussion [6] . 
Discussion
The concept of BioCAD contrasts with the models found in the literature, which lack detail and thus moving to incomplete results or difficulties to simulate. For example, this could be because of a very rough mesh detail (figure 3). As another example, is the case of a voxel based model which has an excess of detail that can lead to difficulties, on the solution process and with a very high need for computing power. The lack of mesh control, in order to have more detailed areas, is also a problem because the whole model will have to be detailed (figure 4). Other example is the poor representation of the human head anatomy, similar to the crash-test dummies, which lead to a different energy propagation upon an external force application (figure 5). So far, in the development of the platform, there has been a difficulty in overcoming some anatomical problems, such as, some areas of the cranium on the CT scan that were not perfectly represented resulting in a flawed area in the STL mesh. The case of the ethmoid bone is an example of it (figure 6). Another difficulty is realizing what protuberances or anchorage points need to be modeled to make sure that all important muscles to the head movement are correctly simulated. This challenging aspect is going to be discussed with specialists in anatomy and biomechanics, since they are more acquainted with this area.
Simulation
The actual development state of the model represents the human head exterior cortical bone (figure 7). [10] . It was, also, assumed that the whole geometry material was a cortical bone with a thickness of 2 mm [9] .
Once the material was created the generation of a model mesh was required to proceed to the simulation phase ( figure 8 ). This mesh was generated in the automatic mode of the software because of the early state phase of simulations. Nonetheless, with the model complete the mesh will be refined. In order to obtain a simulation that would create a possible situation of a head TBI with an easy interpretation, a fixed support and a force where defined. The intended situation was an impact to the malar bone near the eye socket. As can be seen in figure 9 and 10, the fixed support was located in the foramen magnum and the force has been applied to a small surface near the eye socket. With all the considerations in place, the situation was simulated. The results were introduced in the format of a colour map concerning to the maximum stress analysis in the model, so that a behavior acknowledgement of the geometry would be made (figure 11). The numerical results are presented in figure 12 to present a better visualization. 
Conclusions
A model with a poor representation of the human head anatomy detailed in excess and with a rough meshing, outcomes in less accurate results. With our virtual platform we propose a model that is constructed based on a real human cranium, with true anatomical design and with better possibilities of obtaining close to real results.
It has been demonstrated with the simulation, using simplification hypotheses and constraints that the model behaved as expected. Nonetheless, tests using a different software will be done to create a comparison basis between results, since the validation is obtained experimentally. Still, it is important to highlight that these tests do not have a clinical purpose but the aim of verifying that a base of work to a more evolved model has been achieved.
With the project development and the BioCAD possibility of adjusting the mesh detail after the level of importance in a certain area of the head, we improve the chances of obtaining breakthrough results.
The next steps to be taken, so that the project conclusion is reached, are the complete modeling of the cranium interior and brain, the model simulation and results validation. When built, this platform will prove to be a relevant advance in the area of TBI research and even on its prevention.
